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Abstract 
The use of hyperthermia as a treatment in oncology is a common topic for 
debate. Some researchers expect a breakthrough in oncological treatments 
with hyperthermia, whereas others have disregarded the method. Serious 
questions concerning hyperthermia have arisen. Should homogeneous (iso-
thermal) or heterogeneous (selective) heating being used? When we use selec-
tive heating (heterogeneity), should the entire tumour be targeted or should 
the malignant cells be individually selected? Does the mechanism involve 
thermal cell death or thermally-assisted cell death? Is the goal necrosis or 
apoptosis? Is hyperthermia safe as a monotherapy or does it have to be com-
bined with conventional treatments? When the selection is local, how do we 
act on disseminated cells that represent a high risk of life threatening metas-
tases? When local heating is the focus, how should it be carried out with 
measured and controlled? Our objective is to show how precise, selective heat 
transfer is necessary to remove malignant cells and, consequently, how 
hyperthermia as part of the immune-oncology can change the game in this 
promising field of oncological therapies. 
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1. Introduction 

Hyperthermia in oncology has a long and controversial history. The technical 
challenges together with our incomplete understanding of the bio-electromagnetic 
mechanisms have made it difficult to accept hyperthermia as a standard treat-
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ment for oncological applications.  
A large number of publications have addressed numerous questions [1] [2] 

[3], and the results were promising: hyperthermia increases the efficacy of radi-
otherapy (RT) by a factor of 1.2 - 5, and chemotherapy (CT) by a factor 1.2 - 10, 
[4]. In some studies, hyperthermia shows much better results than any other 
oncotherapy [7]. 

However, doubts about hyperthermia still remain despite the successful ap-
plications [5]. The critics of hyperthermia highlight the special conditions that 
are necessary for the above results and questioning the applicability of hyper-
thermia [6].  

Due to the incomplete understanding of the underlying mechanisms of 
hyperthermia in oncotherapy, the controversies block the expansion of clinical 
applications [6].  

Recently, a robust change in the paradigm of modern medicine has occurred. 
The conventional treatments that are usually applied in addition to hyperther-
mia have developed rapidly. The new therapies now compete with hyperthermia 
rather than work alongside it. Gold standard treatments, such as chemotherapy, 
have become more targeted, utilizing more sophisticated antibody, nano-delivery 
[7], and liposomal [8] [9] delivery methods. These treatments are personalized 
and the local control of the tumour is secondary to survival and quality of life. 
Other treatment modalities, including radiotherapy, have changed drastically as 
well. Radiotherapy uses more precise tomotherapy [10], deep-controlled proton 
therapy [11], and has intensified with interventional nano-radiation [12]. Even 
hyperthermia itself has shifted to ablative techniques, laser-induced techniques 
[13] (including PDT [14]), and nanoparticle heating [15], with the definite aim 
of immune modulation. The paradigm in oncology is quickly changing toward 
immune-oncology and integrative personalized therapies.  

The paradigm of hyperthermia is simple: heat with as high power as power, 
and see what happens. Dr. Storm provided one critique, stating that “the mis-
takes made by the hyperthermia community may serve as lessons, not to be re-
peated by investigators in other novel fields of cancer treatment” [16]. We have 
to face the challenges and the limits of hyperthermia applications anticipating 
the advice of Albert Einstein: “once we accept our limits, we go beyond them” 
[17].  

1.1. Hyperthermia Used as a Monotherapy  
or a Complementary Therapy? 

Hyperthermia in oncology is certainly a complementary therapy, as part of a 
complex treatment. It is frequently used alongside radio or chemotherapy, but 
pre- or post-surgical applications are also feasible. 

However, most of the experimental research on hyperthermia has focused on 
in vitro or in vivo models. In these models, no active physiological control exists. 
Furthermore, most of the experimental research models use hyperthermia as a 
monotherapy, whereas it is used almost solely as a complementary therapy in  
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Figure 1. The laboratory research is usually far from the clinical practice. 

 
clinical practice. The research basis of the other therapies is much more suppor-
tive of the clinical applications. This includes the fact that the research does not 
model the real treatment close enough, Figure 1.  

The effects of various in-vitro heating experiments differ from the clinically 
applied complementary thermo-therapies. The synergism of their impacts needs 
complex cross-interactions between the heat and its complementary counter-
part. Sole hyperthermia experiments in vitro can show the cellular and molecu-
lar changes, but these are independent from the complementary treatments in 
vivo and in clinical practice. The sole heating applications give simple additional 
effects, do not regarded as realistic synergetic models, though these could give 
useful information about the immunological consequences of the cell death 
when these processes are free from the clinically applied complementary addi-
tions.  

1.2. Systemic or loco-Regional Heating? 

Homogeneous heating, known as whole-body hyperthermia (WBH), involves 
heating the whole body (up to 42˚C [18] or over [19]) to target all of the malig-
nant cells in the body. However, the high systemic temperature did not work as 
expected, approximately doubling the probability of metastases compared to lo-
cal temperature treatment [20]. A comparison between local and systemic heat-
ing showed that WBH had less local control when combined with chemothera-
py, a shorter time to progression, and a shorter survival time than local heating 
[21]. Furthermore, neutropenia and thrombocytopenia were also more severe in 
WBH than with the local heating method [21]. The potential toxicity, together 
with shorter survival, was also confirmed in another trial [22].  

There is further evidence of these problems from an earlier veterinary clinical 
trial. Without evidence of metastases, local radiation with complementary WBH 
was performed [23] [24] as a treatment for canine osteosarcoma. This combina-
tion of treatment was ineffective on the primary tumour, but rapid and massive 
metastases developed in distant organs including the lung. Furthermore, the 
chemo-drugs Bleomycin and Cisplatin have been found to turn carcinogenic in 
vitro by heat-therapy [25] [26] [27]. 

Therefore, contrary to the expectations that the homogeneous high tempera-
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ture (42˚C) will offer better results, we found a less therapeutic outcome than 
with local, non-homogeneous heating. Like Thomas Huxley said, “The great 
tragedy of science—the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact.” [28].  

However, a more moderate WBH method has been suggested, where mild 
hyperthermia is induced. Moderate WBH is very promising for immune stimu-
lation and for sensitizing the conventional gold-standard therapies like chemo-
therapy or radiotherapy.  

The focus of WBH using higher temperatures gradually shifted toward lo-
co-regional heating. The most important consideration is the physiological 
feedback reaction to the heating process. The thermal homeostasis actively 
works against the heating processes, fighting not only against the disease but 
against our action as well. The appeared contra-effects are clear demands to shift 
from the direct aggressive cell-distortion to support the natural physiological 
feedback mechanisms eliminate the malignant cells and processes, [29], Figure 
2.  

1.3. How Local Is the Local Treatment?  

Loco-regional hyperthermia is homogenous because it neglects the disseminated 
cells and does not take care of far distant metastases; however, its results are 
promising for local control and the remission rate using this method is positive.  

Contrary to long traditions, a new approach was gradually developed that in-
volves heating with nanoparticles. This new technology uses nanoparticles as ve-
hicles with various effects on the malignant cells, and can be used to transfer 
heat energy. The nanoparticles select the malignant cells by appropriate antibody  

 

 
Figure 2. Support of the complex homeostatic feedback mechanisms could be more ef-
fective than the constrained thermal action on the local tumour. The results of this para-
digm should be measured by survival time and quality of life. 
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Figure 3. Two main groups of loco-regional hyperthermia: the isothermal homogeneous 
heating and the heterogenic selective heating. 

 
conjugation, and the absorbed heat can be concentrated in the nanoparticles so 
that the cancer cells are directly targeted. For example, ferromagnetic nanopar-
ticles alone could be heated by a magnetic field, since the magnetic field absorp-
tion in tissues is negligible, and then that heat can be transferred into the tu-
mour.  

This new technology represents an independent category of hyperthermia. 
The local, cellular selection method overlaps with the conventional isothermal 
one due to the heat flow from these particles into their neighbourhood. Another 
independent and selective local heating method, called modulated elec-
tro-hyperthermia (mEHT, trade name: oncothermia), is very similar to the na-
noparticle methods, Figure 3. The only difference is the use of natural, readily 
available nanoparticles in the malignant cells, which can be chosen by their bio-
physical properties [30].  

Challenges in local heat therapies. Spontaneous distant metastases were ob-
served in canines with local heat therapies [31], and possible induced tumour 
progression was seen in other animal models [32]. The central task was to inves-
tigate the correlation between the local control of the tumour and the survival 
rate. The positive local response does not necessarily mirror the survival because 
metastatic potential could be increased. The high-energy heating could increase 
the blood flow, which promotes the dissemination [33] [34] [35] and could likely 
produce metastases. Promotion of metastases by hyperthermia was observed in 
laboratory heating experiments on mammary carcinomas in C3H mice [36], 
sarcoma in rats [37], and Yoshida tumours [38]. However, other animal experi-
ments showed the expected behaviour: prevention of distant metastases of sar-
comas [39] [40]. Non-appropriate heating was proposed as a solution in cases of 
failure [41].  
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However, this doubt was questioned when a recent randomized study on soft 
tissue osteosarcoma demonstrated that the rate of metastasis with thermoradi-
otherapy was similar to that seen with preoperative radiation therapy alone 
[42].  

As early as 1996, an extensive international cooperation investigated the use of 
hyperthermia in breast cancer [43]. The results were again controversial. The 
thermo-radiotherapy had positive outcomes in the local control in comparison 
to radiotherapy alone; however, the survival did not improve. Another breast 
cancer study also showed that the local progression-free survival was better 
when high heat absorption was reached in combination with radiotherapy, but 
the survival time was lower than when radiotherapy was used alone in the same 
hyperthermia combinations where local control was successful [44]. Interesting-
ly, when the local control was not carried out, the radiotherapy was overtaken by 
the survival rate [43]. Another similar study, however, found evidence of toxicity 
[45].  

The problems with the survival time appeared again in the study of pelvic and 
abdominal cancers [46]. The four-year survival time using hyperthermia and ra-
diotherapy treatment compared to radiotherapy alone was doubled in the case of 
uterine cervix carcinoma. The local control was also significantly better in the 
cervix study [47], and the advantage of hyperthermia was shown when the radi-
otherapy was not completed [47]. In a parallel trial, however, the survival bene-
fits of rectal, and bladder malignancies were not significant [46].  

Further study of uterine cervix carcinoma showed the benefit of survival [48], 
but the distant metastases were more than three times higher when hyperther-
mia was combined with radiotherapy compared to the earlier data [49]. The cer-
vix study also showed better four-year survival when radiotherapy was used 
alone than when combined with hyperthermia [50]. The remission rate was bet-
ter when hyperthermia was applied, but again, distant metastases increased sig-
nificantly when hyperthermia was applied. The possible explanation of contro-
versy is the missing reference point in the studies [51]. The newest cervix study 
[52] was inconclusive, and the study was terminated. The interim results 
showed, however, that the event-free survival was slightly worse in thermo-ra- 
diotherapy than in chemo-radiotherapy, but it was not statistically significant.  

A prospective, randomised, controlled, multicentre phase III trial for non- 
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) [53] showed no improvements in overall surviv-
al in the hyperthermia cohort. The appearance of distant metastases was 
five-times higher (10/2; p = 0.07) in the combined treatment than when radio-
therapy alone was used [53].  

The newer findings show an unexpected contradiction between local control 
and survival-rate, which was measured using surface tumours in the extended 
clinical trial [54]. Interestingly, a recent study found that the local control was 
better when less energy was administered than was prescribed [55]. 

The contradictory results between local control and the survival rate are most 
likely caused by the dissemination of malignant cells, forming micro-, and later  
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Figure 4. The local control on the primary or secondary tumour is not enough to cure the 
malignancy. All three stages (primer, disseminated and metastatic) of the tumour have to 
be considered for successful therapy. 

 
macro-metastases. The malignancy occurs when the cells are disseminated from 
the tumour lesion by the various transport systems (lymph, blood), or their ef-
fect becomes systemic by one of the general mechanisms of the organism, Figure 
4. Metastases are the main life-threatening process in cancer, attacking the or-
gans that are crucial for life, e.g. the respiratory system, central nervous system, 
cardiovascular system, etc.  

1.4. Should Homogeneous (Isothermal) or Selective  
(Heterogeneous) Heating be Used? 

In the following we concentrate on the local-regional hyperthermia for curative 
intention. When local-regional hyperthermia is selected as a treatment, the real 
intention is to heat the malignant cells. The easiest way to do so is to heat the 
tumour as a mass, homogeneously and isothermally, with the understanding that 
the malignant cells will be heated as well. The challenge here is the physiological 
feedback. Heating a local tumour mass induces a systemic reaction to re-estab- 
lish the thermal homeostasis, which increases the blood-flow through the un-
heated and surface cooled parts of the body to cool down the overheated blood, 
Figure 5.  

The increased blood flow has benefits for complementary chemo- and ra-
dio-therapy, but delivers glucose and nutrients supporting the malignant meta-
bolism and helps the invasion and dissemination of malignant cells. In fact, the 
increased blood flow induces an uncontrolled competition between the thermal 
cell death and the support of the malignant effects.  
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Figure 5. The focused energy on the tumour does not focus the temperature, which 
spreads by elapsed time. The local spreading of heat intensifies the blood flow, which is a 
positive effect for complementary therapies, but supports extra nutrients and increases 
the risk of dissemination of the malignant cells. 

 
The challenge is exposing the malignant cells to high heat, while only expos-

ing the tumour to moderate heat?  
Consequently, to avoid the uncontrolled physiological feedbacks, there are 

two possible strategies: 
1) Use a very short heating time to avoid feedback, since the physiological feed-

back develops in its full scale within minutes. When the volume of action 
shrinks, the necessary power lowers, and despite the high power-density, no 
immediate physiologic feedback is induced. This type of treatment is local 
enough to fulfil the requested conditions.  

2) When heating larger volumes, longer heating times is necessary, due to the 
relatively lower density of the power in depth avoiding safety risk. In this 
case, the solution could be to produce lower temperatures. This mild tem-
perature could be enough to induce and sensitize the complementary thera-
pies, but not enough to produce any specific hyperthermia. The solution, in 
this case, could be to use completely heterogenic heating, where tiny particles 
connected to the malignant cells are heated to high temperature, but prefera-
bly do not absorb heat in the entire mass of the tumour. This solution re-
quires specific targeting and selection of the chosen particles, Figure 6.  

To carry out these two strategies, we can (1) insert artificial nanoparticles into 
the tumour, which have selection ability, using binding antigens for example, or 
(2) choose a readily available nanoparticle that is specifically connected to the 
malignant cells.  
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Figure 6. Conventional heating targets the complete mass of the tumour, while the selec-
tive treatment targets multiple, small parts. 

1.5. Necrosis or Apoptosis?  

The original idea of hyperthermia was to kill the cells by necrotic way; and so, 
necrosis was studied to determine the dosing of hyperthermia [56] [57]. The 
cumulative equivalent minutes (CEM) were defined by necrosis and calibrated 
by an in vitro cell culture measurement. The calibration point was set at 43˚C, 
and the aim was isothermal temperature distribution in the target by the loca-
tion and time of treatment. The complete dose unit for the necrosis reference is 
CEM43˚CTx, and is measured in minutes. The time-temperature relationship on 
which this conversion is based was suggested by many experimental observa-
tions of different biological systems based on specific thermal injury [58] [59]. 
CEM43˚CTx was introduced as the dose in clinical applications. The basic point 
of CEM43˚CTx was the CEM43˚CT100 (complete homogeneity was achieved at 
T = 43˚C), where the measured Chinese hamster cell line in vitro was necrotized 
completely over a period of 200 minutes. In real cases however, necrosis was not 
reached because the temperature was not high enough or the time necessary to 
achieve the actual dose for necrosis was too long. Clinical hyperthermia works 
below 43˚C [60], so the necrosis was not necessary for a correct dose.  

In most of the clinical applications, the temperature does not exceed 43˚C and 
is no longer than 120 min. This means that the necrosis (which is the basic ref-
erence) is only partially responsible for cell death, and a portion of the cells are 
dying as a result of apoptosis. There are various possible ways for cells to die, in-
cluding necrosis, apoptosis, or autophagy, which have many variations of their 
“mixture”, called necroptosis, aptonecrosis, etc. [61]. These processes could oc-
cur on very different time-scales depending on their regulatory pathways, and 
the regulation of necrotic cell death may be complex [62].  

The real cell death mechanism depends on heating of the target. For necrosis, 
a high local energy is necessary for the entire cell, while apoptosis in complete 
cell heating mostly uses intrinsic signal pathways. The selective heating of the 
membrane will stimulate the external apoptotic signals, Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. The isothermal heating of conventional hyperthermia differs from selective hyperthermia by 
their actions. 

1.6. What Is the Dose? 

The dosing problem is one of the main barriers to wide clinical acceptance [63]. 
The proper dosing must be easily applicable and reliable to measure in standard 
hospital conditions. Presently, the CEM43˚CTx dose concept [64] is devoted to 
measuring and comparing the treatment doses. It is based on in vitro experi-
ments [65] with necrotic references at 43˚C. It does not count the long-time 
apoptotic effects, but only mimics the necrosis, which is the parameter for local 
control. Furthermore, it is too complicated and sometimes irrelevant [66], and it 
does not frequently correlate with the clinical observations [67] [68]. The com-
plex interactions and cell-destroying mechanisms request the extension of the 
dose, including the apoptosis, necrosis, and necroptosis. The extended, genera-
lized dose has been introduced [69].  

Measuring the absorbed heat is almost impossible using standard conditions, 
so information about the absorbed heat is acquired by measuring the tempera-
ture. However, the measurements should describe a map of the distribution, 
which requires many points of measurement in the tumour.  

Measuring the temperature in depth is a complicated task. The invasive mea-
surement has huge disadvantages: it could have various side effects and one sin-
gle sensor point is not enough to characterize the temperature of the heteroge-
neous target, Figure 8.  

The repeated heating requires repeated invasive measurements, which in-
crease the risk. Furthermore, the hot-spots outside of the target have to be 
measured too, which requires temperature measurements in unidentified loca-
tions. Measuring the temperatures in lumens or cavities near the tumour is not  
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Figure 8. The heated target is very heterogeneous. Despite the homogeneous heating, the 
temperature will be non-homogeneous, presenting hot and cold-spots in the targeted vo-
lume. 

 

 
Figure 9. Energy loss is uncontrolled when intensive surface cooling is applied. Cooling 
loses energy and the uncontrolled loss of energy blocks the normal dosing. 

 
enough, and not directly measuring the tumour temperature could affect the 
treatment. The lumen has much less “cooling” blood flow than does the tumour, 
so the same energy absorption heats the intraluminal probe to a higher temper-
ature, and there is no guarantee that the lumen is heated on the same energy flux 
(SAR) as the tumour. We focus our transmitted energy on the tumour and not 
on its distant neighbourhood, so the measurement of this type will be inaccurate, 
measuring the heat-conductive behaviour of the surrounding tissue.  

Introducing the well-known SAR parameter (like in radiation therapy, Gy = 
J/kg) would be a practical dose option; however, the intensive surface cooling 
inhibits this idea because the energy, which is taken away by cooling, is missing 
from the dose, Figure 9. To solve the challenge of the dose, we must reduce the 
uncontrolled loss of the provided heat, and be sure that the vast majority of the 
provided bioelectromagnetic energy absorbs as heat in the targeted malignant 
cells. In this case, the incoming energy could be the dose of the actual effects of 
hyperthermia.  
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1.7. Thermal Cell Death or Thermally-Assisted Cell Death? 

Our original reasoning for heat-treating tumours was the higher thermal sensi-
tivity of cancer cells compared to healthy cells, but the situation is more com-
plex. The microenvironment of the tumour cells, the hypoxia, the angiogenesis 
and many other factors could modify the outcome of heat treatment. In many 
cases, thermal necrosis acts directly; however, at lower temperatures, time-con- 
suming cell death processes, including various kinds of apoptosis, occur in addi-
tion to necrosis (direct thermal cell death). This is not thermal cell death directly 
but thermally-assisted cell death. The appropriate thermal action induces these 
changes in the heated region. Thermal action is defined by the absorbed heat 
energy, which produces temperature and structural variations in the target. The 
proper structural changes lead to a series of molecular interactions and apopto-
sis, while providing information about the cancer to the immune system.  

1.8. Preciosity of Selection 

The selection is a crucial point of local hyperthermia. In the case of invasive ap-
plications (like ablation), the selection is mostly made by image-guiding per-
formed by an interventional radiologist. Regarding non-invasive treatments, the 
properties of the electromagnetic effects must be used for selection.  

One of the ways to make the selection is to use artificial focusing, which is also 
based on imaging localization. The focusing is very similar to the ionizing radia-
tion, using electromagnetic waves/fields on geometrically defined points outside 
of the body but targeting the image-determined focus. The problems here are 
simply technical. The radiation and their interferences may produce hot-spots in 
the body, and the robust inhomogeneity (tissues, transports, electrolytes, mem-
branes, etc.) modifies the result of focusing massively. In addition to the inho-
mogeneities, the induced blood-flow and its physiological (and not technical) 
regulation mean the focusing is not controlled enough, and the absorbed heat in 
the target could produce different temperature increases due to the transports 
moving in/out of the target.  

The dose, in this case, must be connected to the temperature measured in the 
target since, due to the physiological regulation of cooling, the absorbed energy 
will not be indicative of the dose. The natural and non-linearly increased trans-
port (mainly blood-flow) in the heated target removes a portion of the energy, so 
only the measured temperature could provide information about the heating of 
the target. Furthermore, due to the interferences and the target inhomogeneity, 
the uncontrolled hot-spots could be created outside the target, which must be 
controlled as well. The control of hot-spots could be performed with tempera-
ture measurement only.  

When we apply nanoparticle heating, the selection is accurate and the energy 
loss is negligible because the induced transport by physiologic feedback is small. 
However, when the nanoparticles are highly heated, they can heat the entire 
mass around them, which leads to an uncontrolled situation. The solution is to 
heat up the malignant cells using connected nanoparticles (selectively connected  
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Figure 10. Precise heating selection. The heated targets are the nano-clusters (rafts). 

 
only to the cancer cells), and use the thermal initialization to eliminate them, 
while not delivering more energy than necessary, Figure 10.  

1.9. The Simulation and Planning 

Software with the appropriate calculation of bioelectric interactions could be a 
way to simulate and plan the treatment. This could be performed using a me-
thod similar to ionizing radiation. Professionals could calculate the plan, and 
from this, the temperature could be estimated. Some sophisticated model calcu-
lations were made to calculate the energy absorption and the developed temper-
ature in the deep-seated tumours [70] [71] [72].  

However, the simulation of hyperthermia differs entirely from the simulation 
of ionizing radiation: 
1) Ionizing radiation has high energy, and its path in the body could be easily 

calculated.  
2) Ionizing radiation has a short-time treatment. During this time the physiol-

ogy shows no changes, and the conditions do not vary from the preliminarily 
calculations.  

3) The beam of ionizing radiation could be sharp enough to calculate the geo-
metry of its targeted structure.  

4) The temperature in ionizing radiation treatment is a particular side effect, 
which should be avoided.  

These above points are not valid for hyperthermia.  
1) The hyperthermia energy is not ionizing, so the radiation path requires more 

complicated calculations, based on Maxwellian equations.  
2) It is a long-time treatment. The increasing temperature will increase the phy-

siological feedback non-linearly, which modifies the heat-exchange in the 
target [73]. The simulations were calculated with Pennes equation, using a 
constant perfusion rate, which is not the case. The non-linear feedback mod-
ifies the perfusion, it is variable between individuals, and it depends on the 
location of the tumour, the stage, the angiogenetic status, and even on the 
psychological state of the patient. In fact, these parameters are not calculable, 
can only be determined during the actual treatment and have no connection 
to the simulation and planning. The planning calculates stable conditions 
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during the treatment, which leads to a complete misuse of the information.  
3) The electromagnetic waves or fields are not definite beams. These are wide 

beams, and not able to be calculated from geometric structures.  
4) In the case of hyperthermia, the temperature is the aim of the simulation. 

While in ionizing simulations the iso-dose characterizes the area, which will 
have equal (or similar) molecular changes (mainly breaks of the strands of 
DNA) and the temperature plays no role in the effect. In hyperthermia, the 
expected molecular changes are complex, and the temperature initializes the 
complex action.  

5) Hyperthermia must be adaptive for the patient. The long treatment time 
could lead to many complaints, which have to be taken into consideration, 
irrespective of what the planning had calculated.  

1.10. Local Tumour Destruction or Systemic Action  
against Malignancy?  

The malignancy is systemic, due to the invasion of the malignant cells to the 
transport systems, and the disseminated cells form metastases. The metastases 
drastically lower the survival time and the quality of life of the patient. Conse-
quently, a systemic treatment is necessary to target the spread of malignant cells 
and distant metastases. As described, WBH was not able to fulfil this task com-
pletely and is a controversial method.  

The local tumour destruction can lead to systemic action against malignancy 
by the tumour-specific immune reaction. The challenge is how to manage the 
immune response [74], when we know that the general immune system is not 
able to recognise the tumour. The key for the liberated tumour antigens to be-
come the core information for antigen-presenting cells [75]. The method of 
mEHT acts in an integrative way compared to other hyperthermia methods [76]. 
The main clinical achievement is the abscopal effect, which is the concept of 
“treating locally, acting globally”, Figure 11.  

1.11. Do the Heating Techniques Make a Difference?  

The heating techniques determine the result of the clinical treatment. Like the 
categories of chemotherapy or radiotherapy, which include many different 
treatments, “hyperthermia” is also a large category with different technical as-
pects. We have seen that exposing the tumour to 42˚C in WBH has entirely dif-
ferent results than the same temperature in any local treatment. Characterization 
of the temperature alone is not enough to categorize the technical solutions.  

In many experimental models, a water bath is used to achieve hyperthermia, 
which does not model the various electromagnetic technical solutions. The var-
ious electromagnetic heating technologies also have their specialties, which are 
determined by the bioelectromagnetic action of the technology. In the evaluation 
of the applied technique, the kind of energy delivery, the method of heat absorp-
tion and the handling of the physiological reactions and inhomogeneities of the 
target tumour are taken into consideration. The absorbed energy of the target  
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Figure 11. The abscopal effect extends the loco-regional hyperthermia to systemic hyper-
thermia when the treatment of the local primer tumour also acts on distant metastases. 

 
and its temperature distribution are not the same [77], and they are largely de-
termined by the blood-flow. The technical solutions must handle the challenge 
of how the provided energy will be transformed to the useful temperature.  

1.12. Change of the Paradigm in Oncology 

Nowadays, the oncology field is working toward changing its paradigm. The 
stem-cell theory and the various considerations of the cause of cancer, taking 
into account the microenvironment and multiple biological factors, changes the 
old paradigm of a single “renegade cell”, how cancer begins [78]. In the clinic, 
the idea of “integrative medicine” suggests that the whole patient must be treated 
in an integrative manner, not only by considering the localized disease. The slo-
gan is clear: “treat the patients with the tumour, and not the tumour alone.” We 
have to consider the complete patient status and concentrate on survival time 
together with the acceptable quality of life instead of focusing on local control 
and other local parameters. This trend was recognized, even amongst big- 
pharma companies, when the change of paradigm started [79], and personalized 
medicine is a direct consequence of this idea. The new thinking also changed the 
evaluation of evidence. The local control became the secondary parameter, be-
hind survival and quality of life.  

The change of this paradigm led to a question: where did medicine go wrong? 
[80]. The answer is a result of complexity being neglected, despite the fact that 
“disease is not a loss of regularity, but the loss of complexity” [80]. Einstein 
noted [17]: “we cannot solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we 
used when we created them”. The problem is that the locally heated body part 
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protects itself against the temperature increase, and physiologic feedback begins 
to cool the overheated area. Then, the increased blood flow delivers more nu-
trients and supports tumour growth. Uncontrolled competition starts between 
the thermal cell distortion and active support of tumour growth, accompanied 
by the risk of increased dissemination of malignant cells. We have to consider 
the physiological complexity of this process. The trends and perspectives should 
provide a new way of thinking about cancer and its general treatment, including 
hyperthermia. 

Research concentrating on the evolution of the products of disease is not 
enough; the evolutional process has to be targeted [79]. The cause of cancer is 
intensively debated and has complex approaches [81], but the field of im-
mune-oncology is a new revolutionary change to oncological thinking.  

We may approach the question of the regulation the evolutionary processes of 
cancer development from the defence system of the organism. Naturally, the 
question of the immune activity in heated tissues was also studied [82]. De-
creased activity of natural killer cells (NK) was observed at higher temperatures 
in in vivo models [83], which could also be a reason for increased metastasis [84] 
[85] after heat therapies. The activity of NK cells sharply decreases over 40˚C in 
humans [86] [87], and the temperature limit for immune activation is under 
40˚C [88]. By considering immune therapies, a new strategy for hyperthermia 
can emerge [89]. The importance of immune-stimuli in conjunction with 
hyperthermia was shown in the early clinical study of pancreatic cancer when 
patients stimulated with granulocyte-monocyte colony stimulation factors (GM- 
CSF) were living longer despite their distant metastases [90]. The expected effect 
of the immune-modulation is the abscopal response. It consists of a tumour re-
gression at other anatomic sites following curative heating of the primary tu-
mour.  

A comprehensive book was published recently addressing tumour-ablation 
(high-temperature hyperthermia in a well-localized spot) as support of anti-tu- 
mour immunity [91].  

A large number of hyperthermia articles devoted to immune effects of hyper-
thermia have also been published [92]-[102].  

1.13. Modulated Electro-Hyperthermia (mEHT) 

In order to change the heating paradigm, we have to target only the malignant 
cells only, selecting them based on their specific biophysical behaviour. mEHT is 
selective (heterogeneous) [103] [104], and it keeps the dynamic equilibrium in 
homeostasis [29], which is the main strategic concept of the treatment.  

The selectivity induces physiologic feedback (blood-flow) to complementary 
applications [105], but not as much as it promotes dissemination, which is con-
sequently able to increase the survival time [106] [107].  

This approach differs from other hyperthermia methods [76], and shows na-
noscopic heating using transmembrane clusters of proteins (membrane rafts) 
and heating selectively at high temperatures [108]. This nano-heating technolo-
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gy has been studied theoretically [109] and experimentally [110]. The theoretical 
model of the intracellular changes due to the electric field effect as the conse-
quence of the membrane raft heating has also been reported [119]. Heating in 
the nanoscale range has been reviewed [103], and emphasizes the electromag-
netic specialty of the method [112]. 

mEHT has a certain synergy between temperature and the electric field [113], 
producing better results at the same temperature than conventional hyperther-
mia. mEHT causes apoptosis [114] [115] [116], which is initialized in the mem-
brane of malignant cells [117]. This process starts with a high temperature in the 
clusters of transmembrane proteins (membrane rafts) on the surface of the 
membrane. Due to the excitation of the external apoptotic signals (TRAIL-DR5, 
FADD, FAS → Cleaved Caspase 3 → apoptosis, Figure 12.) immunogenic 
cell-death is produced with the assistance of the damage-associated molecular 
pattern, including a significant expression of HSPs on the membrane of malig-
nant cells and in their extracellular matrix [118].  

The localized energy intake excited the external apoptosis signal producing a  
 

 
Figure 12. The active cell death mechanism involves apoptosis with the external signal 
pathway in the case of mEHT. 
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Figure 13. The apoptotic process of mEHT produces a typical damage-associated molecular pattern and, 
consequently, immunogenic cell death. 

 
branch of particular molecules. HSP70 is expressed on the membrane and extra-
cellularly liberated [119] HMGB1, calreticulin, and small vehicles like apoptotic 
bodies and exosomes are involved. These are members of the damage-associated 
molecular pattern, which could play an immunogenic role in the further devel-
opment of complexity [120]. The mechanism involves destroying the malignant 
cells by mEHT, using immunogenic cell death as the basis of the immune effects, 
Figure 13. 

Due to the immune processes, strong abscopal effects can be observed [121], 
working like a tumour vaccination, that do not allow the tumour to redevelop 
[122].  

The dosing could also help generalized [69], and the high efficacy of the local 
heating [123] of mEHT was clearly shown. The path from laboratory experi-
ments to clinical applications is documented [126], and numerous clinical stu-
dies using the method have been published [127]. There have been several case 
reports for various advanced cases, mostly when conventional methods failed 
[126]-[132].  

Clinical studies were performed for brain gliomas [133] [134] [135] [136], for 
lung cancers [107] [137], and for gastrointestinal tumours [138] [139] [140], 
[141] [142].  

The results of treating sarcomas with mEHT [143] [144], as well as various 
other malignant diseases [145] [146], are published together with overviews 
[147] [148] [149]. Monographs were released on the topic of mEHT [30] [150] 
[151].  

2. Conclusion 

We are firmly convinced that hyperthermia has opened new therapeutic possi-
bilities in oncology and has become the fourth column of oncotherapy world-
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wide. There are also many answers to the common questions about using 
hyperthermia. We need precise selection of what to heat, taking into account the 
homeostatic feedback mechanisms of the body. The specific selectivity has to 
concentrate on the malignant cells individually, and thermally activate their spe-
cial necrosis or apoptosis, allowing for antigen presentation from the malignant 
cells and activating the mechanisms of the tumour-specific immune response in 
the whole body. The activated immune system performs the local treatment sys-
temically, forming tumour-specific immune responses, which could function 
similarly to tumour vaccination. The endpoint of the therapeutic application of 
hyperthermia has to be improved survival time and quality of life, while the tu-
mour regression (local control) is an extra advantage.  

This article is devoted to the memory of Dr. Gian Franco Baronzio. 
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